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Facebook Disabled My Account

I had more than 1600 friends from across the world (mostly locally and from the USA) and a lot of precious pictures of my friends, my girl
and my travel pics. One day I was browsing around and I see a message telling me that I don't have permission to see the current page.
thing I know, it brings me to the login screen and it says that my account was disabled and this, without any warning. I was baffled, there
way i could remember all the names of those people.
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Facebook Account Banned Message

When I tried to log in, [and this is by the way what you probably see if your Facebook account has been disabled]...this is what the "Face
account disabled message" looked like:

The Social Outcome of being banned from Facebook

I received so many phone calls, instant messages and emails asking me all the same thing: "Why did you delete me from your Facebook f
list?". The fact is that I never deleted them, instead, when you are banned from Facebook, you disapear from all the pictures, friend lists a
groups.

Now think how bad this looks when you try to add them back if they don't believe that your Facebook account got disabled. Your contacts
think that you were angry at them and now you're trying to suck up and look sorry for your actions by asking another friend request.

Another great disadvantage is that if you are coupled with a girlfriend/boyfriend on the site, they go into IN COUPLE relationship status bu
without anyone as a contact. Her/his friends will go asking "What's wrong?, did you guys break up, etc...".
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Was I alone? Or was I just part of a huge wave of "Daily Account Terminations" ?

At first what seem to be an isolated incident, fast became to me pretty clear that I wasn't the only one that had my Facebook account dis
My friends in college told me about similar stories happening to their friends. I decided to do a little research of my own. Check out some
statistics of Facebook Account Disabling

FacebookDisabled.com is not affiliated with Facebook. This is a ressource site for those that got their FACEBOOK ACCOUNT DISABLED.
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